
Interview with Lu Guoping by a Phoenix TV reporter

English Subtitles:

Narator: A large amount of evidence quoted in the Canadian investigative 

report was actually telephone interviews made by people they hired. 

It was said that they hired people to call up 100 hospitals in China.

The report contains detailed telephone investigation 

on a doctor named Lu with the Guangxi Nationalities Hospital.

The report says that doctor admitted

he chose healthy Falun Gong people aged about 30

from among prisoners for the provision of organs.

(above with video showing of the Chinese transcript of the phone in the report)

In order to see the truth we went to Guangxi to investigate

with the reports in hand.

we went to the Guangxi Nationalities Hospital

 (showing the front of the building of the hospital)

located in downtown Nanning the hospital is a comprehensive one

at A-Grade III level.

(showing inside of the hospital)

It does not have the qualification to

do organ transplants and removal operations

(showing the sign at the door “Urosurgery Department” “Attending Physician” in both Chinese 

and English)

We met the doctor named Lu at the urinary clinic

where he is a doctor in charge.

(showing Lu in the office and the intro of him in English on the screen“Lu Guoping

Urinary doctor of the Guangxi Nationalities Hospital”)

Lu: When I was on duty in May 2006, I received a phone call from a lady

she speaks Northern accent.

She is about 50 years old and told me she has a relative

suffering from acute uremia.

She said her relative needed to undergo an urgent kidney transplant

operation and asked me whether our hospital could do this.

I said clearly that our hospital was not in a position to do it

and suggested she contact the Organ Transplant Center in Guangzhou.

Narator: Lu Guoping started to work

in the GuangxiNationalities Hospital in 1999

He was promoted to be doctor in charge in 2004



In 2005 he was sent for further study in a Gurangzhou hospital.

Lu: (showing Lu’s title in English on the screen“Lu Guoping

Urinary doctor of the Guangxi Nationalities Hospital”)

She asked me whether that hospital adopted organs

taken from Falun Gong practitioners

I told her I was not involved in the surgical operations and

had no idea where the organs come from.

I told her I could not answer her questions.

She then asked me whether these organs come from prisons 

(showing the photo id of Lu with:

hospital’s name in Chinese and English – GUANGXI MINZU HOSPITAL

name: Lu Guoping in Chinese

title: doctor in charge )

I replied no to her in clear-cut terms.

Narator: The report says the doctor named Lu Guoping

suggested to the phone caller that organs might be more readily available

in Guangzhou

The report also says the doctor named Lu once went to a 

prison to choose healthy Falun Gong donors

Lu Guoping was startled to see the records of the telephone calls

Lu: The record on the phone call does not conform to the truth

Many parts of it have been distorted or mutilated.

The report says that when I was asked where the organs removed

from Falun Gong people came from prisons or detention houses

I said they came from the prisons.

But this was not my answer.

The truth is that I told the person who called me

that our hospital does not have the qualification

to do such a surgical operation and neither did I.

Therefore we have no chances to get any body organs

The report also says that

when the person who called me asked

whether we have to go to the prison to select body organs

I answered yes and 

added we have to go there to make the choice.

This question was actually not raised at all then.
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